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Abstract 
We introduce a concept of block diagonal dominance for nonlinear functions, and discuss the relations to strictly 
diagonally dominant functions and M-functions. Some sufficient conditions for the new kind of functions are given. The 
global convergence of block asynchronous SOR-methods for finding zeros of block diagonal dominant nonlinear 
functions is proved. 
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1. Introduction 
Feingold and Varga [6-1 proposed block diagonally dominant matrices. We generalize their 
concept to introduce block diagonally dominant functions. As in the linear situation - -  which will 
be discussed in Section 2. Diagonally dominant functions [9] and M-functions [11.1 are very 
important nonlinear functions. The relations to them are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 shows 
some sufficient conditions for a function to be block diagonally dominant. More importantly, 
global convergence r sults for block asynchronous iterative methods for finding zeros of these 
functions which can easily be obtained. These results will be discussed in Section 5. At last, we give 
an example of block diagonally dominant function and a generalization of block diagonal 
dominance. 
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2. Generalization in linear ease 
In order to introduce block diagonal  dominance,  we define a special vector norm. 
Given x 6 ~", we part i t ion it into the fol lowing form: 
l 
x=(xaT , . . . , x~)  T, XiE~m'; i=  1,2 . . . .  ,l; ~ =n.  (1) 
i= l  
Let [1 x ]l o0 = maxm ~<i~ ill xi ]l, where l[ • II is some norm on ~m,. 
Theorem 1. II x II oo is a norm. 
Suppose F • D c ~" ~ ~" and F = (FIT,... , FzT)T, (2) 
where Fi : D c ~" ~ ~m', i=  1,2 . . . .  ,1. 
Definition 2. Let F : D c ~" ~ ~" have the block form (2). F is called block strictly diagonal ly 
dominant ,  if for any x, y ~ D 
y # x, F iy= Fix => II y i  - xi  II < II y - x II +. (3) 
Note  that when all mi = 1, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  l. F is a strictly diagonal ly dominant  funct ion on D as 
defined in [9]. 
mixn For  an affine function F(x) = Ax  + b, where A = (A], . . . ,  A~) T with Ai ~ ~ , (i = 1,. . . ,  l), the 
above definit ion means 
x#O,  h ix=O ~ I lxi l l  < I lxl l  ~ (4) 
To dist inguish the definit ion of block strictly diagonal ly dominant  matr ix given by Feingold and 
Varga in [6], we then call A weak block strictly diagonal ly dominant .  
Theorem 3. Let A ~ (R ~) have the form 
[ A l l  "'" All  I [~] ]  . . . .  j 
A . . . . . . . . . . .  , Air ~ ~ , (5) 
Al l  "'" Au 
and All (i - -  1, . . . ,  l) be nonsingular. A is a weak block strictly diagonally dominant matrix under the 
l~-norm iff II Y j ~,  I A f f  1Aijlej II 00 < 1, i ---- 1, . . . ,  l, where ej = (1 . . . . .  1) T E ~m~. 
Proof. Let ][~j~,[Ai71Aiylej IIo~ < 1 
Aix  = 0 =:> A i ix  i =-  2 A i jx j "  
j :/: i 
Since Au is nonsingular,  we have 
Ix i l  = ~ Ai:, lAi x  I Y+ a i• la i j  I x j l ,  
jv~i j# i  
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I[Xil[~ = Y'~ [AiTzlAijl[xj[ ~o <~ ~ [AiT~lAijlej oo [ [x [ l~  < [Ix[l~" 
j# i  j i 
Now assume that A is a weak block strictly diagonally dominant matrix, i.e. for i = 1, ..., l, 
x#0,  Z~x=0 ~ Ix, l< lx l  ~. 
Let K e = {vlvi = +_ 1, v f~ [t~PJ}. 
Obviously, we can choose {xj} c K j, ( j  = 1, 2 . . . . .  l , j  # i) such that 
j~iAiT, 1Ai jx j  = j~ lAiT1Aijlej • 
Then the component xi from equations Aix  = 0 satisfies 
Ixi[~ = ~ [Ai71Aijlej 
o(3' j¢ i  
since [I xi I] ~ < II x II o~ and Ix[ ~ = 1, then 
i~i~ IAff l A~le j  ~ < 1 [] 
be in the form of (5) and diagonal blocks are nonsingular. Theorem 4. Let A ~ L(E ~) 
I f  for i=  1,2, ... , l, ~j ~ i Il Zi71Aij ll < 1, then A is a weak block strictly diagonally dominant 
matrix. 
Proof. By assumption, we have 
Aix -= 0 ~ A i ix  i = -- 2 AiJXJ , 
j¢ i  
Ilxi II = Y~ Ai~XAijxj <~ ~ IlZi?lAijll Ilxjll 
j# i  j# i  
-< ~ II Aft 1Aij II II x II ~ < tl x II ~ 
j# i  
Therefore, A is a weak block strictly diagonally dominant matrix. []  
Weak block strictly diagonal dominance of a matrix is a weaker property. According to the 
definition of block strictly diagonal dominance of a matrix given in [6], we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 5. Let A ~ L(E") be in the form of (5). If A is a block strictly diagonally dominant matrix, 
then A is a weak block strictly diagonally dominant matrix. 
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3. Relations to other special functions 
Theorem 6. Let F : D c ~" ~ ~" have block form (2). I f  F is block strictly diagonally dominant, then 
F is injective. 
Proof. Assume x, y s D, x ~ y and Fx = Fy, then for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  1, 
II x i  - y i  II < Ir x - y II ~ ~ II x - y II ~ < [I x - y II ~ 
which is absurd. [] 
Now we discuss relations to other classes of special nonl inear functions. 
Theorem 7. I f  F is strictly diagonally dominant on D, then any block partition o fF  is block strictly 
diagonally dominant under lob-norm on D. 
Proof. We recall the definition of nonlinear diagonal dominance given in [9]. F = ( f l ,  ... , f , )  is 
called strictly diagonally dominant  on D, if for x ,y  e D y :# x, f y =f ix  ::> [y i -x i [  < 
IJ y - x II o~, i = 1, . . . ,  n. Assume Fi = (f/ l ,  ..-,f/m, )T, i = 1 . . . . .  1. Then 
Fly = Fix ~ f/ jy =f / jx  j = 1,. . . ,mi.  
According to the definition of strictly diagonal dominance, we have 
l yq -x i j l  < I l Y -x l l~  j - -  1 . . . .  ,mi, 
and 
II y, - x, II ~ < II y - x II ~ = II y - x II ~ 
Therefore, F is block strictly diagonally dominant  on D. []  
Using a similar way, we can directly obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. Let F be of the form (2). I f  F is 1-block strictly diagonally dominant on D, then 
F = (FT, . . . ,  F~) (r < l) is r-block strictly diagonally dominant on D, where F j ( j  = 1,. . . ,  r) is block 
{Fj } or combination of some blocks of {Fj }. 
Theorem 9. Let F be block strictly diagonally dominant on ~" and FN" = ~". I f  all the diagonal 
blocks are inverse isotone and F is @diagonal  antitone, then F is an M-function. 
Proof. From the definition of M-funct ion [11], it is only necessary to show that F is inverse 
isotone, i.e. If x, y e ~", Fx ~ Fy then x <, y 
At first we give the proof  for the case l = 2, i.e. 
V(Xl, x2) = (El (Xl, x2) T, F2(xl, x2)V) T 
We divide 
Y l l  = {Ylj IYl j>~Xlj}, 
Y12 ~--- {YuIYlj < Xlj}, 
Xl l  = {xuIxu<yu}, 
xl~ = {xu Ixu> Yu}, 
X 1 = (X11,X12), 
Yl = (Y l l ,  Y12), 
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x, y into following eight groups: 
Y21 = {Y2j ly2j/> Xzj}, 
Y22 = { Y2j I Y2j < X2j}, 
X21 = {X2jlX2j < Y2j}, 
X22 = {X2jlXzj ~ Y2j}, 
X 2 = (X21 , X22), 
Y2 = (Y21, Y22)" 
(a) Ifyx2 or Y22 = 0, without loss of generality, we assume Y12 = 0- From the above definition we 
have Xl ~< Yl. Hence, F2(xl,  x2) ~< F2(Yx, Y2) ~< F2(x1, Y2), x2 ~< Y2. 
(b) If both Y12 and Y22 are not empty, 
F1 (x1, x2)  ~ F1 (y l ,  Y2) = F1 (Yl,  Y21, Y22) ~< F1 (Y l ,  X21, Y22). 
From the assumption and property 1-4] of M-function, there exists x~ such that 
F1 (3~1, x2)  = F1 (Y l ,  x21,  Y22) 
this implies xl  <~ 21 and II 21 -y l  II ~ < I1 x22 -y22  II ~. 
Similarly, for F2 there exists 3~2 such that 
X2 ~ Y2 and 1122 - yz ll~ < I[x12 --Y12 II~. 
Hence, 
112a -ya  I1~,/> [1•12 -Y12 Iloo ~> Ilxx2 -y12  II~ 
> II :e2 - y2 II ~ /> II x22  - y22 II ~ > II ~1 - y l  II ~, 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof for l = 2. 
Then by Theorem 8, we can obtain the conclusion for any m-block. [] 
4. Sufficient conditions 
It is generally very difficult to show that a function F is block diagonally dominant by verifying 
Definition 2. Now, we introduce the concept of derivative matrix F'(x). Let 
A(x) e L(~") ,  A{x) = (al(x), ... ,a,(x)) T, ai(x) e ~", x e D ~ ~". 
Consider the set 
FD = {A(x} Ix  c D}. (6) 
Definition 10. FD is called a box of weak block strictly diagonally dominant matrices on D, if every 
matrix B e FD is weak block strictly diagonally dominant. 
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Theorem 11. Let F : D ~ ~" --, ~" be G&eaux-differentiable on D. I f  F ' (x)  is a box of weak 
block strictly diagonally dominant matrices on D, then F is block strictly diagonally dominant 
on D. 
Proof. Let y ¢ x. From the mean-value theorem for a vector function, we have 
F ly=F ix  ~ Fi~(x + t i j (y - -x ) ) (y -x )=O,  j=  1, . . . ,mi ,  
where 0 < t o. < l, j = 1, 2, ..., m~. 
By the assumption and (4), we have 
II Yi -- Xi I[ < II Y -- x I[ oo. 
Therefore, F is block strictly diagonally dominant on D. [] 
Remark. An analogous property of F'(x) was first proposed by Mukai [10], who studied asyn- 
chronous parallel Newton iterative methods for solving systems of nonlinear equations. Then 
Fischer and Ritter [7] and Wang Chuanlong and You Zhaoyong [12] applied the Mukai  model 
for nonlinear optimization. But it seems to be ineffective to verify the block strictly diagonal 
dominance of a function. 
We thus give the following theorem for special conditions. 
Lemma 12. Let A ~ L(N") be a weak block strictly diagonally dominant matrix under the l~-norm. I f  
there exists a vector v ~ ~ "~ such that v T(A 11, . . . ,  A it) = (a 11, O, ... O, v T A 12, ... ,  v v A 1~), then vT(A 11, 
• .., Alt)  is a strictly diagonally dominant vector. (i.e. l al 1 ] > ~ e 11VrAlj lej, e i ~ W"') 
Proof. Let Al l  I = (Wl,. . . ,Wm,) T, Wj ~ W"' , j  = 1 , . . . ,m l .  We have w~A11 = (1,0,. . . ,0).  
If vTAl l  = (a11,0 .... ,0), we get v = a11w1. 
By Theorem 3, w T (A l l , . . . ,A lz)  is a strictly diagonally dominant vector, which gives the 
conclusion. [] 
Theorem 13. Let F Gfiteaux-differentiable and all the diagonal blocks o fF (x)  be linear on D. I f  F'(x) 
is weak block strictly diagonally dominant for all x ~ D under the lo~-norm. Then F is block strictly 
diagonally dominant on D. 
Proof. By assumption, F'(x) has the form 
Fl l(x) Flz(x) ... Fll(X)] 
F'(x) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
L Fzl (x) "'" Fu(x) J 
where the diagonal blocks Fii(x) are constant matrices. 
. . .  ~ X T We denotex  (x T, ,x~) T, xi (xil . . . .  , i,,,) i = l . . . .  ,l. 
Let v x = e~Fl l  1, el = (1, 0, ..., 0) T E Nm, and O(x) = VXFlX. 
(7) 
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By the mean-value theorem, we have 
~,(x) - O(y)  = v~ F'l (~)(x - Y) 
and thus 
x # y ,F~x= V~y => x # y, O(x)=O(y)  =~ vTF'~(()(x--y)=O. 
By Lemma 12, vTF](() is a strictly diagonally dominant vector. 
Therefore, ix11 -Y11[ < Ibx -y l l  ~. 
The proof proceeds in the same manner for the other components. [] 
Theorem 14. Let F be Ggtteaux-differentiable. Assume that all the diagonal blocks of F'(x) are 
constant matrices and nonsingular on D. F'(x) satisfies Y~j ~ i II Fi v, x Fit(x) ][ < 1, then F is block strictly 
diagonally dominant on D. 
Proof. For i = 1, 2, ..., l, 
Fly -F ix  = f~ F'i(x + t(y - x))(y - x)dt 
l ~1  
= Y, i F'ij(x + t (y -x ) ) (y j -x j )d t .  
j= l  .0) 
If y # x, Fi y = Fix, then 
f j  F 'u(Yi -  xi)dt = - .~. f j  Fi~i(x + t (y -x ) ) (y j -x i )d t .  
1 z 
Hence, we have 
y i -x i  = - ~ i ~ (F~i)-lFi~i(x + t (y -x ) ) (y~-x j )d t .  
i ¢i dO 
P 1 
II Yi - xi I[ <<- ~ | II (F~i)- 1f[j(x + t(y - x)) II It yj - xj  II dr. 
dO 
~< Z f I II(F'zz) 1F'~j(x + t (y  -x ) ) I I  dt II y -x  II ~ 
JO  
<l ly -x l t  ~. [] 
Remark. F(x) in Theorems 13 and 14 can be generalized as follows: 
F(x) = Ox + G(x) I lO-lG'(x) ll <1, 
where D is a diagonal matrix and G(x) is a nonlinear function. 
Similarly weak nonlinear function as given in [2] and 1-13-], etc. 
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5. B lock  asynchronous iterative methods 
Let H.  D c ~" ~ ~" satisfy 
H(D) = D. (8) 
Asynchronous iterative methods can be used to find an approximation of a fixed point of 
H numerically. For asynchronous iterative methods there are various models. In this paper, we 
choose one of the successful models given in [8, 1, 3], etc. 
Definition 15. Let sets I kc  {1,2, ... ,l} and l-tuples (Sl(k)), ... ,st(k))~ (Nw{0}) t be given and 
~k and 7 j denote the sequences {I k} and {sl(k) .... ,Sl(k)}, respectively. Suppose that following 
assumptions hold: 
(i) st(k) ~< k -1  for i = 1,2,. . . , l ,  k ~ N, 
(ii) lim si(k) -- oo for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  l, 
k-'* oo 
(iii) for every i ~ {1, 2, ..., l}, the set {k:i  ~ I k} contains infinitely many elements. 
Then the iterative scheme (denoted by (H, ~, 7 t, x°)) 
k f xk-1 
x, = [ . . . ,  ) 
for i ¢ I  k, 
k = 1,2,... (9) 
for i ~ I k, 
starting with an initial guess x ° e D, calculates the iterate x k ~ D, k ~ N and is called a block 
asynchronous iterative method for H. 
We also consider elaxed block asynchronous iterative method (denoted by (H, ~, ~, x °, co)): 
k = J'X/k-1 for i(~I k, 
Xi [ coHi(XSl ~(k), ... ,x7 '(k)) + (1 - co)x~ '(k) for i ~ I k, (10) 
where co e ~, co > 0 is a relaxation parameter. 
Let F : D c ~" ~ R" be block strictly diagonally dominant on D. We consider the solution of 
nonlinear system of equations 
Fx = O. (11) 
It follows from Theorem 6 that there is at most one solution x* e D for system (11). 
We define the function H by H:D ~D as x ~(H lx ,  ... ,Hzx) such that 
Fi(x1,  ... ,X i -1 ,  n ix ,  Xi+ l, . . . ,X l )  = o. (12) 
Hix (i = 1, 2, . . . ,  l) are mr-dimensional vectors. It is known that x* is a solution of (11) iff x* is 
a fixed point of H, i.e. 
Hx* = x*. (13) 
Different choices of H form different block asynchronous iterative methods, for example, 
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(a) Let I k = {1, 2 . . . . .  l}, for k = 1, 2, ... and si(k) = k - 1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  l. Then the relaxed block 
asynchronous iterative method (H, ~p, 7 ~, x °, co), i.e. 
X k = coffk + (1 - - co )x  k-  1 where ) 
Fi(xl[1-1,..., k-1  -k  k -1  k- i )  ~ i=1 ,2 , . . .  1 
x i -1 ,  x i ,  X i+ l , . . . , x  I ~ 0 
is called nonl inear BJOR-method.  
Fork - -ml+r ,m~No,  r~{1,2 , . . . , l} , le t I  k={r}ands i (k )=k- l , i=  1,2 .. . .  ,l. Form~No,  
let ym denote the iterate x "l of the asynchronous method (H, ~, ~, x °, co). The vector ym m ~ N, 
thus satisfy 
m -m m-1  ") Yi = coYi q- (1 - co)Yi , where 
m m -m m-1  -1 )  t i=  1,2 .. . .  ,l. 
F i (Y l , . . . , Y i _ l ,  Y i ,Y i+ l  , . . . ,y '~ =0 
This method is called nonl inear BSOR-method.  
Theorem 16. Let D be closed and F : D ~ ~" ~ ~" be block strictly diagonally dominant. Assume 
that there exists a (necessarily unique) solution x* ~ D of the system (11) and that for any x ~ D and 
j = 1, 2 . . . .  , l, the system of equations 
F/(xl , . . . ,X i_x,Xi ,  X i+l , . . . ,x i )  = 0 (14) 
has a (necessarily unique) solution x* ~ ~"'. Let the fixed-point operator H be defined by (12). I f  
co e (0, 1] and x° ~ D, then iterates of the relaxed block asynchronous method (H, ~, 7/, x °, co) 
converges to x*. 
The proof  of the theorem is similar to Theorem 18 in [8] and is omitted here. 
Remark.  xl ,  . . . ,  x~ in the asynchronous iterative method (10) are all block vectors. Since 1[ xi l[ can 
be any norm on its defined region D m~  Rm,, it is not necessary for D to be rectangle in ~". But it is 
not asynchronous across the components  within each block. 
6. General ization 
Finally, we introduce a generalized concept for block diagonal dominance. 
Definit ion 17. Let F : D ~ E" --, E" is called generalized block diagonally dominant  on D, if for 
every x ~ D, there exists a function U x = diag{U~'} (UX: ~ ~ E) such that 
(i) U x is diagonal, cont inuous and strictly isotone, 
(ii) U~(II xi II) = II x, II, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  l, 
(iii) For  i = 1, 2 . . . .  , l, y =~ x, we have 
Fly = Fix ~ ] U~( II Yi 1[) -- P] xi II[ < max {1U}'( ]l Yj II) - II x~ Ill}. (15) 
l <-Nj~l 
It can be conjectured that all conclusions on the above iterative methods for generalized block 
diagonally dominant  functions hold. 
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The following example is not generalized iagonally dominant, but 2-block strictly diagonally 
dominant. 
F :~4- - -~ 4, 
X---+ s in  x 3 cos  x 4 cos  2 x 1 sin 2 X2 ~T x2 +- -y - ,  xl + - -5 - '  + + x3 ) 
0 
1 
F'(x) = sin 2X 1 
2 
0 
COS X 3 
1 0 
2 
0 0 
sin x4 
2 
0 0 1 
sin 2X2 
1 0 
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